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Ultimately much must depend on the interest 
taken in technical assistance by the scientific man 
and technologist. Clearly any proposals for a 
Commonwealth or international technical service 
should engage the close attention of their professional 
associations, to ensure that satisfactory conditions of 
service are laid down. Clearly, too, if the demands 
which technical assistance makes on trained man
power in Britain and in other advanced countries are 
to be accepted, steps· must be taken to ensure that 
the limited man-power available is not wasted on 
projects which offer little prospect of success, whether 
through political, economic or technical reasons. It 
is perhaps through imaginative and sympathetic 
selection of enterprises, rather than grandiose schemes 
for new international agencies with financial resources 
geared to military expenditure, that the backward 
areas will be able to develop the resources which will 
both raise the standards of living for their own 
peoples and minimize the dangers. to which the 
demands of increasing world population expose the 
whole world. 

STABILIZING SELECTION IN 
EVOLUTION 

Factors of Evolution 
The Theory of Stabilizing Selection. By I. I. Schmal
hausen. Translated by Isadore Dordick. Edited by 
Theodosius Dobzhansky. Pp. xiv+ 327. (Phila
delphia: The Blakiston Company, 1949.) 6 dollars. 

ALTHOUGH I. I. Schmalhausen's book appeared 
in Russian in 1947, and in an American trans

lation as long ago as 1949, it has received rather little 
attention in Great Britain, and it still seems worth 
while to review it. It is a ponderous work, written 
in a style which, one suspects, was even before 
translation heavy and repetitious, and the translator 
has not succeeded in making it easy to read. But 
the labour brings rewards. The book contains 
accounts of most of the recent experimental and 
theoretical work on the genetical mechanisms of 
evolution ; but it is not in this that its main value 
lies : indeed, better summaries of this material will be 
found in the well-known monographs of Dobzhansky, 
Huxley and others. Schmalhausen provides rather 
fuller references than most such publications to recent 
Russian work, which is not so accessible, and this 
already gives his book certain distinctive usefulness. 

The main value of the work, however, lies in the 
particular point of view which Schmalhausen has 
derived from his studies as an embryologist, and 
which differentiates him from most of the other 
recent writers on evolution. He makes a consistent 
attempt to envisage the evolving animal, not as a 
mere adult form, nor as an assemblage of genes, but 
as a developing being characterized by a certain 
norm of reaction to its surroundings. This leads him 
to emphasize the conservative role of selection. He 
lays stress on the distinction between 'dynamic 
selection', which brings about changes in the animals 
submitted to it by favouring certain new types, and 
'stabilizing selection', which perpetuates the norm by 
eliminating deviants. He points out that stabilizing 
selection docs not merely conserve the status quo ; it 
will actually entrench the prevalent and well-adapted 

norm, rendering its development more stable and 
less responsive to disturbing influences. It would 
have made Schmalhausen's thought clearer if he had 
distinguished these two aspects, both of which are 
included in his use of the term 'stabilizing selection' ; 
as Simpson has pointed out in a review in the Journal 
of Heredity, it is also used in still other different senses. 

Schmalhausen directs attention to the importance 
of stabilizing selection as a mechanism for the 
evolution of adaptations. He suggests that an 
originally variable but adaptive response to an 
environmental stimulus may become stabilized and 
will then eventually arise autonomously-that is, by 
heredity. Owing to the lack of precision of the general 
phrase 'stabilizing selection', it is not easy to make 
quite certain how Schmalhausen envisaged the 
passage from the 'acquired' to the 'inherited' status 
of the character. Sometimes he seems to be thinking 
along the lines of the theory of 'organic selection', 
suggested some fifty years ago by Baldwin, according 
to which an adaptive environmental response acts 
by enabling a species to occupy an otherwise unsuit
able niche until such time as a mutation turns up 
which endows it with a hereditary adaptation. In 
other places he seems to imply, but perhaps never 
quite clearly states, what is surely the more fruitful 
suggestion, that if a response to an abnormal environ
ment becomes stabilized in the sense of being rendered 
less susceptible to disturbing influences, this means 
that it will be less easily abolished when the abnormal 
environmental influence is removed, and will in this 
way pass from being dependent on the environment 
to being relatively independent of it. Similar ideas 
were put forward in a short article by me, using 
rather different terminology, at about the same time 
as Schmalhausen's book first appeared; but in this 
latter work they have received for the first time a 
full-length discussion against the background of the 
relevant embryological, genetical and evolutionary 
facts. C. H. WADDINGTON 

PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES 
IN FOOD TECHNOLOGY 

Advances in Food Research 
Vol. 3. Edited by E. M. Mrak and George F. Stewart. 
Pp. xii+518. (New York : Academic Press, Inc., 
1951.) 9.50 dollars. 

T HIS, the third volume of "Advances in .Food 
Research", presents monographs on ten subjects. 

t{eferences, which total about fourteen hundred, 
usually bring information up to 1950 ; early work, 
however, is not neglected. 

Two papers relate to discoloration of foodstuffs. 
M. A. Joslyn and J. D. Ponting deal with enzyme
catalysed oxidative browning of fruit products, which 
may be a serious problem to the manufacturer when 
fruit requires peeling or slicing. The varied enzyme 
systems involved are discussed, and suggestions for 
controlling the trouble in manufacture are put 
forward. The well-known 'browning' reaction which 
discolours products such as condensed milk is con
sidered by J. P. Danehy and W. W. Pigman in an 
article on reactions between sugars and nitrogenous 
compounds and their relationship to certain food 
problems. The aldehyde-amine reaction is followed 
from its simplest form to the production ofmelanoidins 
and of protein-saccharide compounds. It is suggested 
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